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small town looking after its own; love between an absent father and his daughter; the complicated love
between an adolescent girl and her mother; and an exploration of new love with the boy-next-door. These
characters' struggles amidst uncertain times echo our own, lending the novel an immediacy and poignancy
that is both relevant and real. At once universal and very personal, Alice Bliss is a transforming story about
those who are left at home during wartime, and a teenage girl bravely facing the future.
The Meaning of the Library May 30 2022 "Tracing what the library has meant since its beginning,
examining how its significance has shifted, and pondering its importance in the twenty-first century,
significant contributors--including the librarian of the Congress and the former executive director of the
HathiTrust--present a cultural history of the library"--Dust jacket flap.
Alice in Wonderland Sep 02 2022 Retelling of the classic in which a little girl falls down a rabbit hole and
discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters.
Alice in Wonderland Collection Nov 23 2021 Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland books have delighted
readers across the globe for over a hundred years. Alice in Wonderland Collection - All Four Books presents
the two most famous Alice books - Alice in Wonderland and Alice Through the Looking Glass - as well as the
Alice-related fantasy verse The Hunting of the Snark and, for Alice aficionados, a digitized copy of Alice's
Adventures Underground, the shorter, original Alice in Wonderland manuscript which Carroll wrote for his
friends and family before they encouraged him to expand the book and send it to a publisher.
Alice in Wonderland Journal - Alice in Court Apr 28 2022 Alice's Adventures in Wonderland has become one
of the most influential works of children's literature of all time, and it is hard to imagine Alice without
picturing the illustrations made by Sir John Tenniel. Tenniel (1820-1914) illustrated the first edition of
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland at Lewis Carroll's request, creating unforgettable illustrations of the Mad
Hatter, the Mock Turtle, and the Queen of Hearts, among many others. Those beloved characters are
featured here in a special new set of journals. Beautifully produced in hardback with lined paper and
integrated mono illustrations, colored page edges, ribbon marker, and printed endpapers, these journals
are the perfect gift for Wonderland fans.
Through the Looking-Glass (Illustrated Classics) Jun 26 2019
The Alice in Wonderland Omnibus Including Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking
Glass (with the Original John Tenniel Illustrations) (A Reader's Library Classic Hardcover) Mar 28 2022

Library Work with Children (Classic Reprint) Apr 16 2021 Excerpt from Library Work With Children The
Growing Tendency to over-emphasize the Children's Side. (library Journal, 1908, p. Caroline matthews.
About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more
at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works.
Alice's Adventures Under Ground Aug 21 2021
Alice In Wonderland Lewis Carroll Aug 28 2019 In 1862 Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, a shy Oxford
mathematician with a stammer, created a story about a little girl tumbling down a rabbit hole. Thus began
the immortal adventures of Alice, perhaps the most popular heroine in English literature. Matte Cover
8.5x11' Can be used as a coloring book
Alice Bliss May 18 2021 "Outside the back window Alice can see the outlines of the garden, some of the
furrows visible under the snow, stretching away in long thin rows. She can't imagine doing the garden
without her dad. It's his thing; she's always thought of herself as his assistant at best. She can't imagine
doing anything without her dad and she starts to feel like she can't breathe. And then she looks at him. Just
looks at him as he watches the fire with muffin crumbs on his lap. 'I'll write to you.' 'I know, sweetheart.'
'Every day.'" --From Alice Bliss When Alice Bliss learns that her father, Matt, is being deployed to Iraq,
she's heartbroken. Alice idolizes her father, loves working beside him in their garden, accompanying him on
the occasional roofing job, playing baseball. When he ships out, Alice is faced with finding a way to fill the
emptiness he has left behind. Matt will miss seeing his daughter blossom from a tomboy into a full-blown
teenager. Alice will learn to drive, join the track team, go to her first dance, and fall in love, all while trying
to be strong for her mother, Angie, and take care of her precocious little sister, Ellie. But the smell of Matt
is starting to fade from his blue shirt that Alice wears everyday, and the phone calls are never long enough.
Alice Bliss is a profoundly moving coming-of-age novel about love and its many variations--the support of a
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Both Alice novels by Lewis Carroll in one hardcover edition. Includes all the original John Tenniel
Illustrations.
The Fall of the Readers Sep 21 2021 In this thrilling conclusion to Alice's adventures in The Forbidden
Library she must lead her band of friends, magical beings, and creatures against the collected might of the
Old Readers—perfect for fans of Story Thieves, Inkheart, Coraline, and Harry Potter. When Alice defeated
her uncle Geryon and declared war on the totalitarian ways of the Old Readers, she knew she would have a
hard fight ahead. What she didn't anticipate was the ruthlessness of the Old Reader—who can control
magic and enter worlds through books. All the creatures she promised to liberate and protect are being
threatened, and slowly all of Alice's defenses are being worn away. So when Ending (the giant cat-like
creature who guards the magical labyrinth in Geryon's library) hints at a dangerous final solution, Alice
jumps at the chance, no matter the cost to her life. She and her friends—a fire sprite, Ashes the cat, and the
other apprentice Readers she met during her previous adventures—go on a quest to free the one creature
possibly strong enough to overturn the Old Readers once and for all. But before it’s all over, Alice will be
betrayed, her true identity will be revealed, and she’ll have to be willing to give up the person she loves the
most. This is beautifully written, classic, bold historical fantasy—brave, bloody, action-packed and
adventurous—with a girl at the center.
The Federal Theatre Project Collection Jul 28 2019
Radio Silence Dec 13 2020 From the critically acclaimed creator of the Heartstopper series comes a
smartly crafted contemporary YA novel, perfect for readers who love Rainbow Rowell’s Fangirl. This is an
utterly captivating and authentic teen novel from the author of Solitaire, which VOYA said “could put her
among the great young adult fiction authors.” Frances Janvier spends most of her time studying. Everyone
knows Aled Last as that quiet boy who gets straight As. You probably think that they are going to fall in love
or something. Since he is a boy and she is a girl. They don’t. They make a podcast. In a world determined to
shut them up, knock them down, and set them on a cookie cutter life path, Frances and Aled struggle to
find their voices over the course of one life-changing year. Will they have the courage to show everyone
who they really are? Or will they be met with radio silence?
Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland Apr 04 2020 The fantastical tale of a young girl chasing her White Rabbit
has delighted children since Lewis Carroll wrote it generations ago. Here his Wonderland shines anew
viewed through the looking glasses of two incomparable artists. Mary Blair's vibrant art helped shape the
look of Walt Disney's classic animated film. Her illustrations capture the essence of such memorable
characters as the Queen of Hearts and the Mad Hatter with stunning immediacy. Jon Scieszka's captivating
text celebrates all that is curious—and all that is nonsensical—about the world that holds Alice spellbound,
from a deliciously absurd tea party to the spectacle of a kingdom of playing cards. Brimming with wit and
wonder, this sparkling retelling will enchant readers from the moment Alice falls down the rabbit hole,
whether or not they've made the journey before.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Aug 01 2022 In 1865, English author CHARLES LUTWIDGE
DODGSON (1832-1898), aka Lewis Carroll, wrote a fantastical adventure story for the young daughters of a
friend. The adventures of Alice-named for one of the little girls to whom the book was dedicated-who
journeys down a rabbit hole and into a whimsical underworld realm, instantly struck a chord with the
British public, and then with readers around the world. Dodgson's playfulness-with language, with
mathematical puzzles, with testy creatures such as the White Rabbit, the Mad Hatter and the Queen of
Hearts-still confounds and teases lovers of fantasy fiction today. Alice acolytes continue to unravel the
book's strange riddles, and constantly find new meaning in the unexpected underlying themes, from the
trials of early adolescence to the value of nonsense. The conundrums and delights of Alice ensures its
ongoing influence over modern pop culture. This unabridged replica edition features the original
illustrations by English artist SIR JOHN TENNIEL (1820-1914), and is a treasured addition to any library.
The Education of Alice M. Jordan Sep 09 2020 A long overdue biography of Alice M. Jordan (1870-1960),
head of youth services at the Boston Public Library from 1902 to 1940 and one of the pioneers of children’s
librarianship. Between the Age of Sail and the Space Age, a sea captain’s daughter gained fame as a book
critic while practicing institutional politics behind the scenes.
Walt Disney's Alice in Wonderland Oct 11 2020 A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a
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world of nonsensical and amusing characters.
A Christmas Carol Jan 02 2020 Baby Lit is a fashionable way to introduce your toddler to the world of
classic literature. With clever, simple text by Jennifer Adams, paired with stylish design and illustrations by
Sugars Alison Oliver, these books are a must for every savvy parents nursery library.
Alice's Adventure in Wonderland Jun 30 2022 Alice sits on a riverbank on a warm summer day, drowsily
reading over her sister's shoulder, when she catches sight of a White Rabbit in a waistcoat running by her.
The White Rabbit pulls out a pocket watch, exclaims that he is late, and pops down a rabbit hole. Alice
follows the White Rabbit down the hole and comes upon a great hallway lined with doors. she sees a
beautiful garden, and Alice begins to cry when she realizes she cannot fit through the door. She finds a
bottle marked "DRINK ME" and downs the contents. She shrinks down to the right size to enter the door
but cannot enter since she has left the key on the tabletop above her head. Alice discovers a cake marked
"EAT ME" which causes her to grow to an inordinately large height. Still unable to enter the garden, Alice
begins to cry again, and her giant tears form a pool at her feet. As she cries, Alice shrinks and falls into the
pool of tears. The pool of tears becomes a sea, and as she treads water she meets a Mouse. The Mouse
accompanies Alice to shore, where a number of animals stand gathered on a bank. After a "Caucus Race,"
Alice scares the animals away with tales of her cat, Dinah, and finds herself alone again.
Alice in Wonderland Jan 26 2022 This Top Five Classics illustrated edition of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in
Wonderland includes: • The complete texts of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland & Through the LookingGlass • John Tenniel’s 92 original illustrations, including 35 in color • The Hunting of the Snark, with Henry
Holiday’s 10 original illustrations • An informative introduction, author bio, and helpful notes Originally
written and hand-drawn from 1862 to 1864 by Lewis Carroll (Charles Dodgson) for 10-year-old Alice
Liddell, the daughter of Dodgson’s Oxford college dean, the manuscript “Alice’s Adventures Under Ground”
would become, with the help of John Tenniel’s beautiful and humorous illustrations, Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland, published by Macmillan in 1865 in Britain and the U.S. The book, at turns silly and satiric,
gentle and wild, would quickly become beloved around the world by children and adults, and spawn the
classic sequel Through the Looking-Glass (1871) and the immortal nonsense poem The Hunting of the
Snark (1876). The author, a shy mathematics professor called Charles Dodgson, would become
internationally famous and ever after remembered by his pen name, Lewis Carroll. The books have never
gone out of print and over nearly two centuries have spawned countless offshoots and adaptations—books,
artwork, plays, games, and movies. This Top Five Classics edition of the fully illustrated Alice books
presents the stories the way they were meant to be enjoyed.
Alice in wonderland Mar 04 2020
The Magicians: New Class May 06 2020 THE NEW CLASS STARTS HERE! Long after Quentin and his
friends have graduated from Brakebills College for Magical Pedagogy, Dean Fogg invites a historic new
group of students to enroll– the first ever class of hedge magicians, rogue practitioners of unsanctioned
magic. But the traditional magicians aren’t too thrilled to have the rule-breaking outcasts in their hallowed
halls, and tempers flare as the student bodies clash to prove their superiority – not realizing a new danger
has emerged to threaten them all. The malevolence behind the threat at Brakebills will rock everyone to
their cores – and even shock longtime fans of The Magicians! New York Times bestselling series creator Lev
Grossman returns with an all-new story in the world of The Magicians with award-winning writer Lilah
Sturges (The Magicians: Alice’s Story) and rising star artist Pius Bak that features the first appearance of
the next generation of heroes and villains. Collects The Magicians #1-5.
Go Ask Alice Jul 20 2021 A fifteen-year-old drug user chronicles her daily struggle to escape the pull of the
drug world.
Alice In Wonderland and Through The Looking Glass(Annotated) Jun 18 2021
Alice in Space Aug 09 2020 An examination of Carroll's books about Alice explores the contextual
knowledge of the time period in which it was written, addressing such topics as time, games, mathematics,
and taxonomies.
The Story of Alice in Her Oxford Wonderland Oct 30 2019 Portrays the childhood of Alice Liddell, who was
the inspiration for Lewis Carroll's "Alice in Wonderland." Includes instructions for throwing a mad tea party
and other games.
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themselves in our hearts and take permanent hold.
Alice in Wonderland Jun 06 2020 (FRENCH-ENGLISH Bilingual Dual-language Edition) BRIEF SYNOPSIS:
Alice in Wonderland, first published in 1865, is a story about a young girl after she dives down a hole
chasing an unusual rabbit. She encounters many animal-like creatures that have quirky human qualities,
and she herself undergoes many unusual transformations on her journey into 'Wonderland'. AUTHOR:
Lewis Carroll is the famous pen name of the English writer Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (27 January 1832 14 January 1898). He also published many works on mathematics, became an Anglican deacon, and was
well known as a photographer. THIS EDITION: The dual-language text has been arranged into sentences,
sub-paragraphs, and paragraphs, for quick and easy cross-referencing. You can also read the entire book in
English or French. The original English edition has been modernised and amended to suit this dual
language project. The emphasis is on attaining a high correlation between each set of text fragments.
Tenniel's Alice Feb 01 2020 Thanks to the generosity of Harcourt Amory, a Harvard graduate and great
collector of Carrolliana, the Houghton Library holds an indispensable collection of materials relating to
Lewis Carroll's life, his work, and the production of his books. Tenniel's Alice explores the work of Sir John
Tenniel (1820-1914), the largely self-taught designer and artist (he produced over two thousand cartoons
for Punch over the course of a long life) who furnished illustrations for the first editions of Carroll's bestknown works. The book also describes the process of transferring finished drawings to woodblocks for
engraving and printing--a delicate partnership between the artist and highly-trained engravers. Although
Tenniel and Carroll parted ways after publication of Through the Looking-Glass, the artist's designs fixed in
the public's mind images of Carroll's characters that thrive down to the present day.
Oxford Bookworms Library: Stage 2: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland Sep 29 2019 Suitable for young
learners Word count 6,315
Alice in Wonderland and Philosophy Nov 11 2020 The perfect companion to Lewis Carroll's classic book and
director Tim Burton's March 2010 remake of Alice in Wonderland Alice?s Adventures in Wonderland has
fascinated children and adults alike for generations. Why does Lewis Carroll introduce us to such oddities
as blue caterpillars who smoke hookahs, cats whose grins remain after their heads have faded away, and a
White Queen who lives backwards and remembers forwards? Is it all just nonsense? Was Carroll under the
influence? This book probes the deeper underlying meaning in the Alice books, and reveals a world rich
with philosophical life lessons. Tapping into some of the greatest philosophical minds that ever
lived?Aristotle, Hume, Hobbes, and Nietzsche?Alice in Wonderland and Philosophy explores life?s ultimate
questions through the eyes of perhaps the most endearing heroine in all of literature. Looks at compelling
issues such as perception and reality as well as how logic fares in a world of lunacy, the Mad Hatter, clocks,
and temporal passage Offers new insights into favorite Alice in Wonderland characters and scenes,
including the Mad Hatter and his tea party, the violent Queen of Hearts, and the grinning Cheshire Cat
Accessible and entertaining, Alice in Wonderland and Philosophy will enrich your experience of Alice's
timeless adventures with new meaning and fun.
Alice in Blunderland Dec 01 2019 Alice, a naive registered nurse from Des Moines slips through her
television screen, finds herself in Washington, D.C., and encounters federal bureaucracy, uncontrolled
spending, and fraud in government rip-offs.
Five Little Peppers and How They Grew Oct 03 2022 In New England in the late nineteenth-century, a
fatherless family, happy in spite of its impoverished condition, is befriended by a very rich gentleman and
his young son.
Mary Engelbreit's Classic Library: Alice in Wonderland Nov 04 2022 A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and
discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters, in a timeless tale newly illustrated by an
internationally acclaimed artist.
The Agony of Alice Jan 14 2021 Life, Alice McKinley feels, is just one big embarrassment. Here she is, about
to be a teenager and she doesn't know how. It's worse for her than for anyone else, she believes, because
she has no role model. Her mother has been dead for years. Help and advice can only come from her father,
manager of a music store, and her nineteen-year-old brother, who is a slob. What do they know about being
a teen age girl? What she needs, Alice decides, is a gorgeous woman who does everything right, as a
roadmap, so to speak. If only she finds herself, when school begins, in the classroom of the beautiful sixth-

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-glass Feb 12 2021 A little girl falls down
a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters.
The Forbidden Library Dec 25 2021 The Forbidden Library kicks off an action-packed fantasy series with
classic appeal, a resourceful heroine, a host of magical creatures, and no shortage of narrow escapes-perfect for fans of Story Thieves, Coraline, Inkheart, and Harry Potter Alice always thought fairy tales had
happy endings. That--along with everything else--changed the day she met her first fairy When Alice's
father goes down in a shipwreck, she is sent to live with her uncle Geryon--an uncle she's never heard of
and knows nothing about. He lives in an enormous manor with a massive library that is off-limits to Alice.
But then she meets a talking cat. And even for a rule-follower, when a talking cat sneaks you into a
forbidden library and introduces you to an arrogant boy who dares you to open a book, it's hard to resist.
Especially if you're a reader to begin with. Soon Alice finds herself INSIDE the book, and the only way out
is to defeat the creature imprisoned within. It seems her uncle is more than he says he is. But then so is
Alice.
The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas Feb 24 2022 The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas was written in
1933 by Gertrude Stein in the guise of an autobiography authored by Alice B. Toklas, who was her lover. It
is a fascinating insight into the art scene in Paris as the couple were friends with Paul Cezanne, Henri
Matisse and Pablo Picasso. They begin the war years in England but return to France, volunteering for the
American Fund for the French Wounded, driving around France, helping the wounded and homeless. After
the war Gertrude has an argument with T. S. Eliot after he finds one of her writings inappropriate. They
become friends with Sherwood Anderson and Ernest Hemingway. It was written to make money and was
indeed a commercial success. However, it attracted criticism, especially from those who appeared in the
book and didn't like the way they were depicted.
The Making of Lewis Carroll's Alice and the Invention of Wonderland Jul 08 2020 Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland' and 'Through the Looking-Glass' are two of the most famous, translated and quoted books in
the world. But how did a casual tale told by Charles Dodgson (aka Lewis Carroll), an eccentric Oxford
mathematician, to Alice Liddell, daughter of the Dean of Christ Church, grow into such a
phenomenon?0Peter Hunt cuts away the psychological speculation that has grown up around the 'Alice'
books, and traces the sources of their multi-layered in-jokes and political, literary and philosophical satire.
He first places the books in the history of children's literature - how they relate to the other giants of the
period, such as Charles Kingsley - and explores the local and personal references that the real Alice would
have understood. Equally fascinating is the rich texture of fragments of everything from the 'sensation'
novel to Darwinian theory - not to mention Dodgson's personal feelings - that he wove into the books as
they developed.0Richly illustrated with manuscripts, portraits, Sir John Tenniel's original line drawings and
contemporary photographs, this is a fresh look at two remarkable stories, which takes us on a guided tour
from the treacle wells of Victorian Oxford through an astonishing world of politics, philosophy, humour and nightmare.
The Formulae of Plane Trigonometry Mar 16 2021
Carried Away Oct 23 2021 WINNER OF THE NOBEL PRIZE® IN LITERATURE 2013 Carried Away is a
dazzling selection of stories–seventeen favorites chosen by the author from across her distinguished career.
With an Introduction by Margaret Atwood. Alice Munro has been repeatedly hailed as one of our greatest
living writers, a reputation that has been growing for years. The stories brought together here span a
quarter century, drawn from some of her earliest books, The Beggar Maid and The Moons of Jupiter,
through her recent best-selling collection, Runaway. Here are such favorites as “Royal Beatings” in which a
young girl, her father, and stepmother release the tension of their circumstances in a ritual of punishment
and reconciliation; “Friend of My Youth” in which a woman comes to understand that her difficult mother is
not so very different from herself; and “The Albanian Virgin," a romantic tale of capture and escape in
Central Europe that may or may not be true but that nevertheless comforts the hearer, who is on a
desperate adventure of her own. Munro’s incomparable empathy for her characters, the depth of her
understanding of human nature, and the grace and surprise of her narrative add up to a richly layered and
capacious fiction. Like the World War I soldier in the title story, whose letters from the front to a smalltown librarian he doesn’t know change her life forever, Munro’s unassuming characters insinuate
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grade teacher, Miss Cole, her troubles will be over. Unfortunately, she draws the homely, pear-shaped Mrs.
Plotkin. One of Mrs. Plotkin's first assignments is for each member of the class to keep a journal of their
thoughts and feelings. Alice calls hers "The Agony of Alice," and in it she records all the embarrassing
things that happen to her. Through the school year, Alice has lots to record. She also comes to know the
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lovely Miss Cole, as well as Mrs. Plotkin. And she meets an aunt and a female cousin whom she has not
really known before. Out of all this, to her amazement, comes a role model -- one that she would never have
accepted before she made a few very important discoveries on her own, things no roadmap could have
shown her. Alice moves on, ready to be a wise teenager.
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